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ABSTRACT:
Cloud computing is an emerging computing paradigm. It provides an economically
efficient solution for sharing data in groups. There is a lot of research being made to find out the
issues over cloud service providers. Existing solutions apply cryptographic methods for
identification of authentication users over un-trusted cloud servers. Cryptographic methods are
not support well.
To resolve previous methods issues here we are introducing three level security
mechanisms. It resolves previous methods of all issues. Through this method we can enhance
improved reliability and scalability and performance.
KEYWORDS: Three level security mechanism, reliability, scalability, dynamic group system,
one time password, image authentication.
I.INTRODUCTION
All local data management systems
are migrating to cloud servers to store large
amount of sensitive or personal information.
Users want to enjoy with high quality
services and save significant investments
with cloud servers.
By using encryption and group
signature concept cloud user can access and
share the data securely. It does not provide
efficient security. We observed many issues
like low scalability and reliability.
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In this paper we can enhance with
addition of new features like one time
passwords and image authentication. After
adding new features with MONA
automatically all issues are resolved
efficiently. All users are gets improved
reliability and scalability and efficient
results information.
II.RELATED WORK:
In this section system presenting
different methods, those are solving
different problems related to cloud security.
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Storage systems and individual storage
devices themselves become networked,
causal attacks may chance to disturb under
traversing time over un-trusted public
network. This is the challenge, primary
purpose to add data security. To protect data
traditional techniques are not sufficient.
Store data with long network is a misleading
analogy. Same data is access by the multiple
users. We have to update the data
frequently.
Secure storage solutions require the
creators of data to trust the storage servers
and control at accessing stage. Most of
systems allow single users and few members
are allowed to share the files by using
passwords. One of the existing system
handle to store encrypted data and key
distribution in a decentralized manner.
Encryption techniques support for security
features. These security features efficiently
support for detection and prevention. This
new system controls leakage attacks but
have some more limitations. Integrity results
are not received by the users.
After some days some concepts are
design with group signatures. Group
signature scheme allows any member of
group to sign messages. Group signature
works as a identity. It control anonymous
unauthorized access and also support for
efficient membership revocation. Using
RSA generates only short signatures only.
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This signature concept is not support that
much efficient.
After some days again signature
creation
starts
with
Diffie-Hellman
assumption with bilinear groups. Linear
encryption scheme is more secure with
perfect decisions. This gives semantically
secure solution. Different categories of
revocation mechanisms are designed here.
All revocation mechanism is added to our
systems. Revocation mechanism verifies
each and every signer information. Group
signature must satisfy different security
properties like correctness, anonymity,
scalability and efficiency.

Fig1: Cloud data Storage
Architecture
Again for storage systems designs
one time passwords. It provides stronger
security after addition for previous secure
systems. Number of levels security also
increases efficiently in our implementation
process.
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previous dynamic group system. This
method resolves all previous existing
methods drawbacks and increases reliability
and scalability.
IV.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The major operation of the paper is
to solve the challenges and issues of above
methods. Here we propose to provide
reliable, scalable and secure multi owner
data sharing scheme in cloud environment.
Main implementation steps are
Fig2: one time passwords
Through from above analysis we can
observe that how to securely shared files in
multiple owners for dynamic groups.
Identity privacy provides trusted services.
Finally here some limitations are available.
We can overcome those in this current
paper.
III.PROBLEM STATEMENT
In literature survey this paper have
seen many methods for protective data
sharing in cloud computing. Almost all
methods are failed to achieve efficient as
well as secure method for data sharing in
groups. Here we afford the best solutions for
previous methods problems. This new
method presents the design of reliable and
efficient secure data sharing scheme. We
can add extra features like image based
authentication and one time password for
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1. Provide enhanced security for
dynamic group system integrates
image based authentication and one
time passwords.
2. Analyze the security results with
rigorous proof and one time
passwords.
3. One time passwords are more
popular, it’s provide stronger
security across all number of
machines.
4. After addition of one time passwords
number of levels security is increase.
5. After adding additional features
automatically improve scalability
and reliability results.
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Level1: security provides first with text
based passwords.
Level2: next we can continue with image
based authentication, its control different
kinds of attacks like brute force etc,.
Level3: the above two passwords procedures
are ok then we can go for OTP.
V.SYSTEM SETUP
System setups have different number of
steps. Those steps are described below
1. User registration
2. User revocation
3. File upload
Fig3: proposed system architecture
System Model contains different
users. Those are group members, group
manager and cloud. Group manager have all
different users of registration and key
distribution
information.
Collect all
distributed key list of information and create
revocation list. Complete revocation list
store into cloud. Here we design different
levels of security in our implementation.
Those numbers of levels are
1. Text level authentication
2. Image level authentication
3. OTP passwords authentication
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4. File download
5. File delete
VI.MULTI
LEVEL
ALGORITHM

SECURITY
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Fig4: Multi level security algorithm
pseudo code
VII.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
Integrated Features Mona Support under
efficiently for new user joining and
revocation. Image authentication and one
time password features are control more
number of un-authentication user’s compare
to normal Mona.
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Fig5: Pe rformance graph
Graph represents detection of authentication
users relate to existing and proposed system.
VIII.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
This paper controls the failures of
group manager under sharing of data and
access of data. These benefits we got it with
the help of three level security mechanisms.
New security system control different kinds
of attacks also. It provides efficient facilities
with less and cost effective way. It supports
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efficient user revocation through revocation
list. This study provides efficient security
solutions compare to previous system.
In future some more levels we can
add then its possible enhance the security for
cloud data storages.
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